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AGENT HEADSHOT

4947 Tiemann Ave
Bayless, 63123

Circa 1904:                      Be prepared to be pleasantly surprised by this 2 bd/1bath cutie! This 
classic brick bungalow contains a feeling of spaciousness within the house-from 
The 9 ft ceiling height and the almost floor to ceiling windows for an abundance 
of natural light. The sizeable rooms contribute to this vibe as well from the 
cohesive room placement where every space is defined, yet can flow seamlessly 
from one to the other. This house is also super cozy with the richly colored 
original wood floors that anchor most of the main floor. The fenced in yard in the 
back(which is a blank canvas waiting for your inspiration!) connects to the eat in 
kitchen extending the natural space outdoors. The location can't be beat-all of 
today's modern conveniences w/in blocks plus an abundance of green space and 
trails provided by the River Des Peres greenway just a 4 minute bike ride away! 
Recent bonus, A brand new HVAC and hot water heater! We can't wait to 
introduce you to this sweet house!!

Dede Dooley

(314) 497-2145
Dede.Dooley@CircaSTL.com
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Floorplan Disclaimer: All measurements are approximate and not 
guaranteed to be exact or to scale. Buyer should confirm 
measurements using their own sources prior to purchasing or writing 
an offer. Not for use with appraisal or assessment.

VISIT 4947TIEMANN.COM FOR VIRTUAL TOUR AND MORE INFORMATION
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112x30 LxW

P Hot water heater and HVAC are both
under a year old!
P St. Louis county occupancy has passed.

Pack your bags and move in!
P Check out this GIANT coat closet!
P Refrigerator to stay!
P Bayless grade school & high school are a 5

minute drive from here!
P 1 minute walk to get some shark steak at

Sybergs!
P 8 minute walk to The Caddyshack bar-get

yourself an John Daily!
P Secret hiding spot accessed behind this

moveable book case!
P 4 minute drive to connect to Highway 55!
P 7 minute drive to access highway 44!




